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Abstract: Helicopter Emergency and Medical Service (HEMS) vehicles require a specially configured
cabin that supports the quick transport of a rescue team to the site of an emergency and return
of patients back to a full capacity hospital, while sustaining the patients’ health using specifically
designed, but otherwise state-of-the-art life-support equipment. The effectiveness and safety of the
service may be challenged by the vibratory level, which could be improved by optimally positioning
the affected subjects within the cabin. However, the bare dynamical response of the airframe can lead
to erroneous evaluation of vibration performance, since pilots, crew, patients, and medical equipment
dynamically interact with the helicopter through their interfaces with the structure. Therefore,
layout optimization of a HEMS vehicle for low vibration requires the capability to efficiently analyze
a large set of candidate coupled helicopter-interface-subject configurations, reaching a suitable
trade-off between model detail and computational cost. This work presents an effective vibration
rating of medical helicopters to support vibration hazard reduction by minimization of cabin interior
accelerations. The tool is able to model high-fidelity rotorcraft aeroservoelasticity, easily connect
formulations representing the dynamics of humans, equipment, and their interfaces, and calculate the
vibration performance of the resulting coupled models. The approach is applied to a medium-weight
helicopter to find its lowest vibration HEMS configuration . It is demonstrated that the optimal
positioning of HEMS subjects can significantly reduce vibration hazard and improve operation safety,
nearly as effectively as the application of vibration attenuation solutions with a fixed cabin layout.
Keywords: helicopter aeromechanics; HEMS safety; whole-body vibration; HEMS cabin
design; biodynamics
1. Introduction
Rotorcraft can operate in remote areas, where no airstrip is available and even where ground
contact is not possible, thanks to their capability to hover or fly at very low airspeed, longitudinally
and even sidewards, with the unique capability of taking-off and landing vertically (VTOL).
Helicopter Emergency and Medical Service (HEMS) exploits this capability and provides effective and
fast means of patient rescue, evacuation, and transportation. The clinical benefits of using helicopters
in emergency medical service are well known and reported in literature (see, for example, Refs. [1–3]).
However, the VTOL capability provided by rotors with high-speed rotating blades comes at the cost of
poor vibration performance [4], which degrades comfort and safety. HEMS is not an exception and the
people and equipment inside are affected, which are explained next.
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1.1. HEMS Subjects and Related Risks
The health care equipment, pilots, patients, flight attendants, and medical crew are referred to
as subjects of HEMS in this work. Each HEMS subject has specific response, posture, work-load,
and vibration rating characteristics, thus each has specific potential safety and health risk increments.
1.1.1. Crew
HEMS operations are almost always operated with flight crew who are responsible for rescue
and patient care. In short-term exposure, e.g., during a single rescue flight, vibration adversely affects
rescue and health care tasks served to the patient, since stress level and cognitive task difficulty is likely
to increase with vibration [5], thus reduced crew performance threatens patient safety. In the long
term, crew are persistently exposed to vibrations, which frequently leads to back pain and contributes
to several other health issues including digestive problems, higher blood pressure, and stress-related
symptoms [6]. The usual posture is sitting and vibrations parallel to the spine, i.e., approximately in
the vertical direction, are the main disturbing factor.
1.1.2. Pilots
The posture of the pilots is the same as that of the crew; therefore, the propagation of vibration
and its consequences are similar in the long term. For example, in a recent survey, pilots reported
that vibrations influenced their low-back and shoulder problems as a result of nerve compression
and vertebrae misalignment [7,8]. Additionally, adverse effects of vibration are directly a flight
safety problem for several reasons. First, whole-body vibration degrades visual acuity due to eye
motion [9]. Second, vibrations on control sticks can degrade handling qualities [10]. More severely,
the biodynamics of the pilot can couple with the vehicle vibrations, transmitting involuntary control
inputs, which may cause closed loop instability in an otherwise stable system [11]. This coupling is
more likely to happen when pilot workload is increased [12]. In fact, HEMS usually operate complex
missions and are often required to perform the operation with tight margins whatever the flight
condition is [13]. In particular flight conditions, bad weather, high-speed cruise, and night flight [14,15]
may increase the pilot workload. Therefore, unless appropriate design mitigation actions are taken,
vibration-induced adverse rotorcraft pilot coupling phenomena are more likely to happen in HEMS
operations.
1.1.3. Patient
The mechanism of vibration transfer on a recumbent person is different than that of a seated
occupant. The body is supported on a larger area than in the case of crew. However, the forces
distributed along the body bend the spine, and may additionally cause rotation of the joints,
especially of the neck. Furthermore, vibration of patients is not only a comfort problem, but also puts
extra stress on them. It is reported that an increased vibrational level degrades the physiological and
psychological condition [16], eases bleeding in patients with pelvic fractures [17], and has stressful
effects on infants [18]. Therefore, vibrations can have drastic consequences on a patient’s health in
HEMS, where persistent vibrations always exist.
1.1.4. Medical Equipment
High vibration levels affect reliability of any on-board equipment [19] and, as a result, reduce
the availability of the vehicle. Similarly, medical equipment in HEMS also needs attention since
some are vibration sensitive, especially those who carry numerous electronics on board, such as an
automated external defibrillator [20]. Therefore, device functionality and handling can be adversely
affected by vibrational levels, which can further increase the vibration hazards on the patient during
pre-hospital care.
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1.2. Vibration Rating
The evaluation of vibration hazard risks on HEMS subjects requires an accurate estimation of
the accelerations received by each subject on-board. Therefore, HEMS vibration rating is not only a
matter of measuring or calculating vibrations transmitted by the structure, but also a process that
needs to take into account the dynamical characteristic of each subject. Vibration levels acting on
engineered systems, such as medical equipment, can be sufficiently defined by acceleration amplitude
and frequency. However, the human body senses vibration through visual, vestibular, somatic,
and auditory systems, and combine all the signals to perceive the vibration level [6]. Therefore,
the perception of vibration does not always correspond to the acceleration magnitude. For this reason,
the actual acceleration needs to be scaled using empirical multipliers. In order to guide engineers,
whole body vibration standards are developed. The most used ones are BS-6841 [21], ISO-2631 [22],
NASA Ride Quality (RQ) [23], and Intrusion Index (II) [24]. Being more general, already applied to
HEMS vibration assessment [25] and better reflecting the helicopter crew ratings [26,27], ISO-2631 is
followed here.
In ISO-2631, human perception of vibration depends on the posture of the human body and
excitation frequency. The first one is a function of how the vibration is transmitted to the human
body. The multiplying factors in the three directions mentioned in ISO-2631 for seated, standing,
and recumbent postures are reported in Table 1. The second factor, frequency weighting, is used to
convert a nominal vibration amplitude in to the corresponding perceived level [6]. Figure 1 presents
the ISO-2631 version of a human body frequency weighting. The plots include the cases of planar (Wd)
and vertical (Wk) accelerations at the seat surface, acceleration of the seat back (Wc) that of motion
sickness (W f ), of body rotation (We), and of the head of a recumbent person (Wj). To understand the
relation of the frequency weights with regard to HEMS rotorcraft, a shaded area indicating the typical
range of main rotor excitation [28] is added to Figure 1. Special attention deserves the recumbent
person, since the head sensitivity Wj shows the highest possible sensitivity, which stays at its maximum
level within the entire frequency range of interest. In comparison, the sensitivity of a seated human in
vertical direction (Wk) drops from its maximum to about one third in the same frequency range.


































Figure 1. Weighting factors of ISO-2631 standard with typical helicopter Nb/rev frequency range is
shaded. Wk: seat-surface vertical direction, Wd: seat-surface horizontal and lateral directions, W f :
motion sickness, Wc: seat-back, We: rotational, Wj: head of a recumbent person.
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Table 1. ISO 2631-1 multiplying factors.
Posture Location kx ky kz
Seat surface 1.00 1.00 1.00
Seating Back Rest 0.80 0.50 0.40
Feet 0.25 0.25 0.40
Standing Floor 1.00 1.00 1.00
Recumbent Floor 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.3. Scope
Much of the HEMS literature associated with vibrations is related to health and operational aspects.
Recent advances include designing proper manikins for vibration evaluation [29], flight testing of
HEMS operations [25,26], and simulating the supine posture of the patient’s body [30]. The studies
focus on the experimental and numerical vibration analysis of the patient. However, the patient is
only one of the concerns, although perhaps the most important, of HEMS safety as discussed above.
Thus, an overall vibration evaluation of HEMS is still missing in literature. In addition, none of the
mentioned studies provides clear indications about how to configure HEMS cabin interiors to minimize
the effects of vibrations. Given their severe consequences, it is mandatory to effectively design HEMS
cabin interior and the relative allocation of subjects.
HEMS cabin interior design by trial and error is not feasible when a large number of configurations
is possible. Therefore, engineers have to rely on high-fidelity engineering models for a general solution
of the problem (see Ref. [31] for a detailed history of rotorcraft specific methods). This is especially
critical if experimenting is costly or unsafe, as in the case of HEMS. The present work addresses
the absence of a proper method in the helicopter industry by presenting a novel approach for the
accurate assessment of the overall vibration level of HEMS, including also vibration regulations such
as ISO-2631. Using a fast and easy assembly of different HEMS layouts with the baseline vehicle, cabin
interior design of HEMS configurations can be optimized to minimize the overall vibrational level.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the methodology; Section 3 reports an
example model of HEMS; Section 4 describes an objective with possible layouts and presents numerical
results; finally, the findings are briefly summarized in Section 5.
2. Method
Achieving an optimum cabin layout design for HEMS missions cannot be considered a localized
and independent task. While suffering from the same issues that are critical also for transport
helicopters, several additional considerations arise. First of all, the length of a stretcher is usually above
2 m, which is often comparable with the cabin width or length; thus, airframe deformation can induce
different accelerations at different locations along the stretcher. This, in turn, may produce different
responses at different parts of the patient’s body, which is less likely to occur for a seated occupant.
Furthermore, equipment used in HEMS missions can be heavy, depending on the desired level of
life support capability. Long and bulky equipment can interact with the airframe at multiple points;
its impact on vehicle dynamics might not be negligible. Finally, the distribution of patient–stretcher
and equipment, along with that of seated occupants, can easily spoil the symmetry of the structure.
This is less critical in transport missions, where the distribution of occupants tends to be more uniform.
As a result, the success of a modeling and analysis framework in HEMS vibration rating depends on:
• vehicle subcomponents (rotors, fuselage, etc.) formulated within their most natural modeling and
analysis environment, which helps component engineers to focus on their task;
• high/uniform-fidelity overall modeling through sub-component assembly, thus a comprehensive
analysis model is achieved within a shorter time;
• the capability of adding load paths between arbitrary structural points, which makes the definition
of more accurate vibration performance formulations possible;
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• exporting proper output models compatible for mounting medical equipment, human biodynamic
models and corresponding interfaces, to support vehicle coupling with HEMS subjects;
• the capability of calculating the performance of the coupled design solutions, without the need to
modify and reassemble the detailed baseline helicopter model, thus allowing engineers to find
the optimum configuration among a variety of arrangements of medical equipment, recumbent
patient, and seating occupants.
MASST (Modern Aeroservoelastic State Space Tools), is an aeroservoelastic simulation
environment developed at Politecnico di Milano, which provides an efficient trade-off between
complexity and versatility. Thanks to its proven vibration analysis capabilities [11,32], MASST satisfies
the above criteria of the HEMS vibration rating. This section introduces MASST and explains how
external dynamical models can be added to achieve a coupled system of the vehicle with crew, patient,
and equipment, and describes how the resulting output is turned into vibration assessment functions.
2.1. Aeroservoelastic Rotorcraft Model
MASST analyzes compact, yet complete modular models of linearized aeroservoelastic
systems [33,34]. Models are built from subcomponents collected using well-known, reliable and
possibly state-of-the-art sources, which are blended together in a versatile mathematical environment.
The equations of motion of the system are cast as first-order time differential equations.
Each component is assembled in an overall model using the Craig–Bampton’s Component Mode
Synthesis (CMS) approach [35]. The problem is formulated as a linear system in state-space form:
x˙ = Ax+ B f
y = Cx+ Df
(1)
Vector x contains the states of the system, y contains the system output, f the inputs and matrices A, B,
and C, D matrices define the system. Considering the cases where system (1) is asymptotically stable,
it is possible to transform it into a transfer function between input and output vectors:
G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B+ D, (2)
where s is the Laplace variable. Of course, in Equation (2), only controllable and observable states of
Equation (1) are represented, but the asymptotic stability requirement ensures no problems with any
remaining states.
The approximation represented by Equation (2) is valid whenever a linear approximation of a
nonlinear system can be considered acceptable. The output response is proportional to the input and
the matrices governing the system are constant. This assumption of linearity may cause under or
over-estimation of the response in some cases, especially when limit or excessive loads are considered.
When vibrations are the objective, the loads are normally well below limit operation static loads.
Therefore, the linearity assumption can be considered valid in terms of load-response relations of
a trimmed plant. However, in some cases, the system behaves linearly, but its parameters or the
configuration of the helicopter change in time. These cases can still be handled efficiently in MASST,
since matrices A, B, C, D can be highly parametric. The model in a generic configuration is interpolated
from the corresponding linear models evaluated in the space of the parameters, such as rpm, advance
ratio, weight, and center of mass position.
A virtual sensor and force, i.e., the capability to extract the kinematics of a point in space and
apply the conjugated loads, can be defined at any physical FE-like node of the rotorcraft model. This is
possible since each structural component model, including the airframe and the rotors, is represented
by a Reduced Order Model (ROM) obtained using an appropriate generalized coordinate set, usually a
combination of normal vibration modes and static shapes used to improve the description of lumped
loads effects. The displacements and rotations of each node can be recovered through those shapes
as functions of the state space vector, which contains the generalized coordinates of each structural
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component. Similarly, forces and moments can be defined on each node and introduced as generalized
forces in the state space model. Vibrations at the sensor locations, as functions of the excitation forces,
are evaluated in the state space formulation of the model. Moreover, the baseline high-fidelity model
can be easily modified by assembling an additional dynamical system in the form of a feedback loop
introducing the corresponding forces that depend on the kinematics exposed by the virtual sensors
and thus augmenting the model with the dynamics of the added components, as explained in the
next section.
2.2. Formulation of HEMS Subjects
The dynamical models of the HEMS subjects can be formulated using any suitable technique,
considering the level of complexity, the available input data, and computational resources.
Whichever technique is preferred, the model needs to be formulated in state-space form to be
compatible with the previously described formulation of MASST, i.e.,:
x˙s = Asxs + Bsy
fs = Csxs + Dsy
(3)
in which vector xs contains the internal state of the subjects, and As,Bs,Cs,Ds are their state-space
matrices. The input of each subject is actually the output vector of the vehicle model, y, whereas the
output of the subject is the vector fs of the forces the subject applies to the vehicle. The notation
can be made more compact by considering the transfer functions between the problem-specific input
and outputs:
Ks(s) = Cs(sI − As)−1Bs + Ds. (4)
2.3. Combining Helicopter and Subjects
The vehicle and the subjects form a coupled system. The interface between the subjects and the
vehicle feeds the subjects’ dynamic forces and moments fs, induced by the vibrations y, back into the
airframe model; in fact, the subjects’ dynamics might affect the magnitude of the induced acceleration.
The accumulation of these modified accelerations might alter the overall comfort level as the number of
passengers/crew increases, or heavy and asymmetrically positioned medical equipment is considered.
Especially for a HEMS adaptation of a helicopter, the combined effect of human biodynamics, seat,
and stretcher dynamics and the dynamics of the helicopter can only be evaluated during repeated trials
and optimization. For this purpose, the use of a high-fidelity coupled model is essential for accuracy.
However, the cost associated with the assembly of a detailed model of the entire vehicle, including the
dynamic models of the subjects, is often not affordable when the number of trials increase. For this
reason, an effective design method could take advantage of a platform for high-fidelity aeroservoelastic
modeling of rotorcraft, which should allow the vibration engineer to modify the dynamics of a baseline
plant by adding equipment, stretcher, and human feedback models, but without the need to re-assemble
the baseline vehicle model when the configuration is modified.
MASST can export models with proper force-sensor relations such that feedback loops of the
arbitrary type can be added to a nominal model. In a general sense, the dynamical models of equipment,
stretcher, and human body can be considered as feedback elements that operate from the output of
virtual sensors and produce the corresponding input as external forces. According to Figure 2:
• The input for the helicopter model is defined as the vibratory forces and moments fv applied at
any airframe point and/or on the rotors. Typically, these loads originate from main and tail rotors
and are transferred to the fuselage through the rotor hubs.
• The output y of the helicopter model is chosen as the sensors of position, velocity, and acceleration
of any airframe point, or rotor point in multiblade coordinates; thus, it is a linear function of the
state and input of the model.
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• The subjects create a feedback loop between the sensors corresponding to the motion and the
forces exerted by the subjects ( fs) at their attachment points,
fs(s) = Ks(s)y(s), (5)
such that the total force can be expressed as f = fv − fs, where the negative feedback convention
is used. The transfer matrix Ks represents the synthesis of the subject’s state-space representation








Figure 2. Block diagram representation of the base vehicle, G, and subject feedback, Ks.
Then, the response of the modified system is obtained as:
y = (I +GKs)
−1 Gfv (6)
where matrix G is the dynamic compliance matrix of the MASST high fidelity tool given in Equation (2)
(y0 = Gfv is the output of the baseline helicopter model, with Ks = 0). The gain matrix Ks can be
easily formulated using force–response relationships of the attached device or human vibration model.
Once this relation is defined, the dynamics of the human subjects, stretcher, and medical equipment
may be coupled with the helicopter model, regardless of their level of complexity.
2.4. Processing Vibration Signals
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which can be truncated for practical reasons, depending on the relative magnitudes of each harmonic.
The ratings are given in terms of root mean square of the magnitude of the weighted acceleration over








Note that frequency weightings are defined for human subjects; in case of medical equipment, they are
set to unity, unless provided by the manufacturer.
2.5. Vibration Index
To achieve a quantitative vibration rating, the root mean square value of frequency-weighted
accelerations of HEMS subjects is considered along with the human sensitivity multipliers and relative
importance weights of the subjects. A vector is defined, which includes the root mean square (rms)
magnitudes of the frequency weighted accelerations of each subject:
y = [. . . iaw,pi . . . iaw,cr . . . iaw,pt . . . iaw,e . . . ]T (12)
where iaw,pi is the frequency-weighted acceleration of the ith pilot for i = 1, . . . , Npi (typically 1 or 2);
iaw,cr is the acceleration of the ith crew member for i = 1, . . . , Ncr (usually 1, 2 or more); iaw,pt is the
acceleration of the ith patient for i = 1, . . . , Npt (typically 1, occasionally 2); iaw,e is the acceleration of
the ith equipment for i = 1, . . . , Neq (usually of the same order of magnitude of the other parameters).








rpi INpi×Npi 0 0 0
0 rcr INcr×Ncr 0 0
0 0 rpt INpt×Npt 0
0 0 0 re INe×Ne
 (14)
where rpi, rcr, rpt, and re represent the costs given to pilots, crew, patients, and equipment vibration,
respectively. The selection of these values is not arbitrary, since they can significantly influence the
outcome. For example, an identity matrix, W = I gives equal weight to each subject. Alternatively,
the VI can be biased towards one type of subject, say patient, for instance, by setting a higher value to
its cost rpt than that of others. While selecting a proper W , trying several alternatives or perturbing the
individual costs can help judging the initial selection and evaluate the sensitivity of the VI.
3. HEMS Model
This section explains how a proper HEMS vibration analysis model is built on top of a high-fidelity
baseline helicopter model by adding properly selected HEMS subjects. The same model is used in
Section 4 when the method is demonstrated.
3.1. Baseline Helicopter
The high-fidelity baseline helicopter model is built based on data representative of a generic,
medium weight (6.5 ton) helicopter with a conventional articulated 5 blade main rotor and tail rotor
configuration. A snapshot of the physical kinematic variables of the helicopter model is shown in
Figure 3. The model includes:
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• six rigid body degrees of freedom;
• the airframe stability derivatives, calculated from the aerodynamic look-up tables of the
fuselage, horizontal and vertical tail using CAMRAD/JA (a comprehensive rotorcraft analysis
software [36]), which are required to capture the low-frequency flight mechanics behavior of
the helicopter;
• the elastic bending and torsion modes of the airframe in a frequency range up to 50 Hz to include
modes up to twice the rotor excitation frequency of 25 Hz. The modes are extracted from a
NASTRAN (a popular Finite Element solver) detailed finite element model which. The model
is characterized by more than 30,000 nodes and 17,000 elements. The elements include beams
(for the main and tail rotor blades and main skeleton of the fuselage), shells (for the fuselage skin),
and bricks (for non-structural parts);
• 1.5% proportional structural damping, which is superimposed in MASST to the airframe portion
of the model
• main and tail rotor aeroelastic models, computed using CAMRAD/JA and characterized by two
bending modes (the first in lead-lag and the second in flap, typical of soft in-plane articulated
rotors) plus one torsion mode (related to the control chain compliance), formulated in multiblade
coordinates. The models represent the rotors at a specific maximum load flight condition.
However, MASST allows for including multiple models (parametrized for example by flight
speed, density, etc.), and find the corresponding model at a prescribed condition by means
of interpolation.
• an axial dynamic inflow model, based on Pitt–Peters’ formulation (Ref. [37]) acting on the
main rotor;
• the transfer functions of the main and tail rotor servoactuators, directly formulated in
Matlab/Simulink, considering servo-valve and dynamic compliance [38]; a matrix of gear ratios
is used to convert the linear actuator displacements into collective and cyclic commands;
• the nodes and coordinates for the sensors and the forces, which correspond to physical degrees of





Figure 3. Physical degrees of freedom of the baseline helicopter model.
3.2. Occupant in Sitting Posture
Pilots, medical, and rescue crew, and passengers usually travel in a helicopter in sitting posture.
Vibrations are transmitted to the body by the seat surface, footrest, and handles. The human body
reacts to those vibration sources, resulting in acceleration levels different from that of the cabin floor.
A simplified approach of studying biodynamic response to vibratory input is to post-process measured
accelerations at the contact interface (see Ref. [39] for a detailed summary of whole body vibration
experiments). However, this precludes feeding back the dynamic forces produced by the subject to the
vehicle dynamics, a task that requires a mathematical model of the vehicle.
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The lumped parameter, finite element and multibody dynamics modeling techniques have gained
acceptance in human biodynamics, mainly differing in the level of detail, versatility, and required input
data [40]; all of them can be handled within MASST [41]. To present an example of the infrastructure
for vibration rating, a lumped human model is considered in this work, since nonlinear and more
complex models do not lead to significant changes when whole body vibration is calculated at the seat
surface [41]. Among many others [42], the model proposed by Wan and Schimmels [43] is a classical
four degree of freedom lumped model of human body vibration with linear springs and dampers that
idealize the connections between the body parts.
The sitting subjects are generally connected to the cabin floor by a seat and a cushion. The seat
is described as a mass, which is supported by a suspension composed of a spring and a damper.
The cushion can significantly alter the comfort of an occupant [44], and hence is included as a
massless spring-damper. The seat–cushion parameters are adapted from a helicopter application [45].
The combined seat–human system, as illustrated in Figure 4, is excited through the seat support by the
floor motion z f . The equations of the seating occupant are cast in the form of Equation (3) and added























Figure 4. Wan–Schimmels lumped pilot model [43] sitting on a cushion supported by a lumped
seat–cushion model [45].
Table 2. Numerical values for the Wan–Schimmels Model [43] and seat–cushion model [45].
Component Identifier mi (kg) ci (N s m−1) ki (N m−1)
Abdomen a 36.00 2475.00 49,341.60
Viscera v 5.50 330.00 20,000.00
Chest c 15.00 200.00 10,000.00
Head h 4.17 250.00 134,400.00
Spine ac - 909.09 192,000.00
Seat s 13.5 750.00 22,600.00
Cushion cu - 159.00 37,700.00
The vertical accelerations are measured at the seat surface, as suggested in ISO-2631. It is
worth mentioning that the proposed methodology can support increasingly complex biodynamics
models [41], and respond to recent considerations about the comfort and health degradation due to
vibrations of other body parts. For example, head accelerations [46] can be critical in helicopters due to
the increasing use of helmets and night vision systems [47].
3.3. Patient
The usual form of patient transportation is by securing them in a lying position on a stretcher.
In this posture, the loads change along the human body due to the deformation of the airframe,
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which excites the patient through the surface of the stretcher, bending the skeleton, and rotating the
articulations. Therefore, the formulation of the patient–stretcher model should include bending and
rotation of body segments [48].
Similar to the formulation of the seated occupant, a model for the lying patient can be developed
using the lumped parameter, finite element, and multibody dynamics approaches Although nonlinear
and more complex models for the recumbent patient may lead to different values of acceleration for
the subject, no comparison is available. Therefore, a lumped model obtained from the literature is
used for the recumbent human biodynamics without loss in generality, since the proposed framework
can handle increasingly complex biodynamic models. As presented in Figure 5, the patient body is
formulated based on an inclined 9 degree of freedom model [49], which reduces to six degrees of
freedom when the subject is lying horizontally and only vibrations perpendicular to the stretcher
plane are considered. The model degrees of freedom consist of translation and rotation of head (zh,
θh), upper body (zu, θu), and lower body (zu, θu). The connections between each degree of freedom
are modeled as springs and dampers. The upper and lower body have additional flexibility along the



















푙ℎ 푙푢,ℎ 푙푢,푙 푙푙
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Figure 5. A 6-DOF recumbent human biodynamic model, resting on a cushion supported by an
elastic stretcher.
The stretcher is composed of a cushion and litter; it can significantly change vibration exposure
compared to a patient lying on a rigid floor [50]. The patient’s body rests on a massless cushion which
is modeled as a 1-DOF spring and damper distributed all over the litter, having the same properties
that of the seat (kcu, ccu). The litter is modeled as a one-dimensional Euler–Bernoulli beam, formulated
using the finite element method. It has a uniform cross section and is supported by a spring and
damper suspension at the two ends, which uses the same values of the seat. The flexural rigidity
EIst and mass distribution mst are estimated using a simplified geometry of the steel frame given in
Figure 6 and a mass of 14.34 kg litter with the external dimensions reported in Ref. [51]. Uniform mass
distribution is assumed; the thickness of the circular bars is estimated from the mass and the external
dimensions of the litter.
The stretcher is assumed to be attached to the cabin floor at the two ends using elastic supports,
which are assumed identical to those of the seat–cushion data (ks, cs) given in Table 2. The combined
patient–cushion–stretcher system is excited through the motion of the floor at the connection points
(z f ,1 and z f ,2). The patient–stretcher coupled equations are cast in the form of Equation (3) and added
to the baseline helicopter model. The numerical values used in this work are reported in Table 3.
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Figure 6. A simple metal frame idealization representative of an evacuation litter for the estimation of
flexural rigidity.
Table 3. Parameters of recumbent person and its interface.
Parameter Value
mh, Ih 5.50 kg 0.03 kg m2
mt, It 36.00 kg 1.10 kg m2
ml , Ih 15.30 kg 0.90 kg m2
Human 1 kh,u, ch,u 0.10 kN/m 1.30 Ns/m
ku,l , cu,l 0.00 kN/m 2576.5 Ns/m
ku, cu 25.0 kN/m 182.1 Ns/m
kl , cl 17.2 kN/m 380.6 Ns/m
lh 0.1 m
Length 2 lu,h, lu,l 0.3 m 0.3 m
ll 0.3 3 m
Cushion 4 kcu, ccu 159.00 kN/m 37.70 Ns/m
Support 4 ks, cs 22.6 kN/m 750 Ns/m
Stretcher 5 EIst, mst 2200 kN m2 14.34 kg
1 Reduced from 9-DOF model of Ref. [49] considering a fully inclined seat, 2Assumed, 3 Ref. [45], 4 Seat
support data are assumed from Ref. [45], 5 Calculated from Figure 6.
3.4. Medical Equipment
Although more complex finite element models can be handled by the proposed approach, a rigid
model resting over two elastic supports is considered in this work for the medical equipment. As shown
in Figure 7, the body has rotational and translational degrees of freedom and is assumed to be excited
through the cabin floor. The equations of the rigid equipment equations are cast in the form of
Equation (3) and added to the baseline helicopter model. The stiffness and damping values of the
support and cushion, (ks, cs), are assumed to be equal to those of the seat data given in Table 2.











Figure 7. Assumed geometry of a rigid medical equipment on supports.
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Table 4. Parameters of the rigid equipment.
Parameter Value
Equipment 1 me, Ie 150 kg 28.125 kg m2
Dimensions 1 le,1, le,2 0.75 m 0.75 m
Support 2 ks, cs 22.6 kN/m 750 Ns/m
1 Assumed, 2 Seat support values of Ref. [45] is used.
3.5. Vibration Source
Rotor loads, fuselage aerodynamics, engine, and transmission contribute to the vibrations in the
cabin [28]. Among those, main rotor loads at the blade passage frequency (NbΩ or in a non-dimensional
form as Nb/rev, for Nb being the number of blades and Ω is the rotor angular speed.) are intrinsically
and persistently produced when in non-axial flow conditions, e.g., in forward flight. Their amplitude
usually exceeds by far any other source of vibration. For this reason, the magnitude of Nb/rev can be
considered as the main criterion of vibration performance assessment in helicopters [27], which is also
reported for HEMS [26]. Therefore, without loss in generality, the main rotor is considered as the only
source of vibratory loads in this work, although noticing that an arbitrary number of vibration sources
can be handled by the proposed method. In order to define a realistic vibratory load case, measured
values representative of the axial elongations of the gearbox suspension struts of a medium-weight
helicopter at at a blade passage frequency of NbΩ ≈ 25 Hz is used. The data measured at different
flight conditions are converted into equivalent hub loads. The most critical forces acting on the main
rotor hub are estimated by comparing the magnitude of the forces in the struts. The corresponding
values are reported in Table 5 relative to take-off weight (TOW).
Table 5. Maximum estimated hub force components at Nb/rev frequency relative to take-off weight.
The phase of the excitation force was not available, and assumed to be zero in the analysis.




3.6. Vibration Attenuation Devices
Active and passive vibration attenuation device implementation is still extensively used by the
helicopter industry to achieve favorable vibrational levels [28]. Active systems are used for producing
counter-acting vibratory loads, whereas semi-active and passive systems are preferred to isolate
the vibration sources and components. The proposed cabin layout optimization aims at the same
goal; therefore, the application of the method proposed in this work can be tested against a similar
helicopter model, modified with a conventional vibration alleviation solution. For this purpose,
a passive spring-mass device in parallel to the gearbox struts is selected. The device is composed of
a beater mass located between two springs, which are mounted at the two terminals of the struts,
as presented in Figure 8. The mass–spring pair is tuned for the stiffness of the gearbox struts added to
the baseline helicopter in the form given in Section 2.2.
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Figure 8. Mass–spring vibration isolators on gearbox struts.
4. Analysis, Results, and Discussion
This section demonstrates the benefits of using a modeling environment for HEMS missions
in vibration rating estimation, and presents how to achieve an optimal HEMS cabin interior layout
adaptation of an existing rotary-wing platform.
4.1. Configuration Optimization
To demonstrate the optimization of HEMS cabin interior design, eight possible structural locations
for mounting seats, a stretcher, and a piece of medical equipment are defined, as illustrated in Figure 9.
The objective is to find the optimal configuration of those eight locations. The constraints reported
below are considered:
• each seat shall be mounted on a single point, two for the pilot and co-pilot, and two for the crew;
• the seats of pilot and co-pilot are fixed at 1L and 1R; both are always considered occupied and
included in the optimization;
• the stretcher is aligned laterally (which is safer in case of crash [52]), and shall be mounted on the
floor at its two ends;
• the equipment shall be aligned longitudinally, and mounted on two points, one of which adjacent
to the head of the patient;
• The crew shall sit adjacent to the equipment and to each other.
These constraints result in the possible configurations reported in Figure 10. The baseline











Figure 9. Distribution and Labels of cabin attachment points.
It is assumed that there are two pilots, two medical and rescue crew, one patient lying on a
stretcher, and one piece of medical equipment. The output vector includes the variables and consists
of frequency-weighted vertical accelerations of these subjects:
y =
[
api,1 api,2 acr,1 acr,2 apt ae
]T
(15)
where api,1 and api,2 is the acceleration of each pilot at the seat surface; acr,1 and acr,2 is the acceleration
of each crew at the seat surface; apt is the average of the sum of the acceleration at the cushion surface
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under the head, upper body, and lower body segments; ae is the acceleration of the center of gravity of





W = diag(rpi, rpi, rcr, rcr, rpt, re) (17)
Demonstration 16.05.2018 24/31
Configurations based on above criteria
# Pilot Crew Patient (Head-Foot) Equipment Layout
0 1R - 1L – – –
1 1R - 1L 3L-4L 2R-2L 3R-4R
2 1R - 1L 3R-4R 2L-2R 3L-4L
3 1R - 1L 4L-5L 3R-3L 4R-5R
4 1R - 1L 4R-5R 3L-3R 4L-5L
5 1R - 1L 2L-3L 4R-4L 2R-3R
6 1R - 1L 2R-3R 4L-4R 2L-3L
7 1R - 1L 3R-4R 5R-5L 3L-4L
8 1R - 1L 3L-4L 5L-5R 3R-4R
AHS - Forum 74 / May 14-17 / Phoenix, AZ POLITECNICO DI MILANO
Figure 10. Assumed possible configurations used to demonstrate the vibration rating of a
medical helicopter.
To illustrate the sensitivity of the relative weights on the vibration performance, four values of
the cost matrix W are used. The pilots are present in all optimization cases and always included
in the cost matrix. However, an independent pilot-focused optimization is not included since the
pilot seat locations cannot be modified. Consequently, the cost matrices that affect the other elements
are reported in Table 6. They respectively give equal cost to all elements (1), or focus on patient (2),
crew (3), or equipment (4). An on–off approach is used by setting the weights either to 1 or 0, while
those weights can take any value. The first cost matrix is used for a comparative study of the eight
mentioned HEMS configurations of Figure 10. The other ones are used to show how the choice of the
cost matrix changes the least vibratory solution.
Table 6. Cost matrices used in demonstration.
ID Definition Cost Matrix (W)
1 Equal cost diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
2 Focus on patient diag(1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)
3 Focus on two crews diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)
4 Focus on equipment diag(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)
The proposed approach is suitable for a broad variety of optimization techniques, since it can
handle arbitrary parametric and topological modifications to a baseline plant. However, in the present
case, the total number of configurations is limited. Therefore, brute-force optimization is preferred,
which guarantees an absolute minimum. In other words, the objective function in Equation (16) is
simply calculated for all the possible configurations of Figure 10, and the resulting values are compared
to find the optimum solution.
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Finally, it should be noted that additional constraints can be applied on individual accelerations,
for example setting a limit to pilot seat acceleration, or, instead of using a single VI, a multi-objective
optimization can be formulated. Such improvements are possible and should be used when necessary,
since they can significantly change the optimum layout. However, within the scope of this work,
we preferred an overall VI formula without any individual constraints on subjects.
4.2. Results and Discussion
Figure 11 presents the vibration index (VI) and the acceleration of each subject for the eight
possible configurations defined in Figure 10 for equally weighted subjects of: (i) the baseline helicopter,
referred to as “nominal”, and (ii) one modified by adding the vibration absorber of Section 3.6,
referred to as “modified”. All results are normalized with those of the nominal one. Since an increased
VI means a higher overall vibratory level, for both the nominal and the modified plant, configuration
7 shows the smallest VI for the defined HEMS mission, whereas configuration 4 is the least successful.
1.00          0.330
12.48         4.291
12.51         4.342
12.35         4.753
12.51         4.844
6.98         3.495
6.59         3.546
3.82         2.417
4.48         2.678
  VI/VI 0     Configuration
ModifiedNominal








Pilot/Crew Empty Location Recumbent Patient Medical Equipment
Figure 11. Vibration index of the possible configurations of crew, patient stretcher, and equipment of
nominal plant and modified plant with mass-spring absorber when all subjects are given equal weight.
Results are normalized with respect to the nominal baseline configuration.
The effect of the vibration alleviation device is remarkable. The vibration index in the modified
helicopter is always significantly less than in the nominal design for the same cabin layout. However,
an interesting conclusion can be drawn in favor of cabin layout design: optimizing the cabin layout
without the cost (design, weight, maintenance, etc.) of adding a vibration alleviation device can lead
to lower overall vibrational level than simply applying vibration alleviation devices with a prescribed
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cabin layout. For example, configuration No. 7 of the nominal helicopter has 21% lower vibrational
level than configuration No. 4 of the modified helicopter, and similar considerations apply to all
configurations from No. 1 to No. 4 of the modified helicopter. Moving the patient one row aft is
at least as effective as adding a vibration alleviation device on a prescribed HEMS configuration.
This shows that the proposed method can either save the cost associated with adding a vibration
alleviation device, or lead to lower vibration when simultaneously designing cabin interior and
vibration alleviation devices.
Figure 12 shows the best configurations when an alternative use is made of the subject weights:
when the different costs of Table 6 are applied in the evaluation of the vibration index of the nominal
and modified helicopters, the optimal HEMS layout changes. The baseline and best (“Equal weights”)
configurations of Figure 11 are repeated for comparison. For the nominal plant, there appears a
tendency to place the subject under consideration in the last row. However, as can be seen in the
“Two crew” case, this does not happen for the modified plant. Moreover, one subject can dominate the
others, as can be inferred from the identical layouts that resulted for “Equal weights” and “Patient”

























Pilot/Crew Empty Location Recumbent Patient Medical Equipment
Figure 12. The subject-focused HEMS layouts with least vibration indices of nominal plant
and modified plant with mass-spring absorber. Results are normalized with respect to nominal
baseline configuration.
The presence of a vibration absorber changes the optimal configurations achieved using different
objectives. However, the modified plant with an absorber has a lower overall VI as compared to the
nominal one regardless of the objective. The optimal layouts obtained for nominal and modified plants
are not necessarily the same, as can be seen for the two-crew only case shown in Figure 12. This shows
how, if both layout optimization and the inclusion of vibration devices are planned for HEMS, it would
be better to optimize the layout in the presence of the vibration device to achieve the least possible VI.
The accelerations of the individual points are not included in the results, since the scope is to
achieve an overall reduction in vibration. However, it should be emphasized that an overall objective,
such as the VI of Equation (16), can result in an increase of the acceleration for individual subjects.
This aspect needs attention if there are prescribed limits for any of the subjects, which can be a
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requirement set by HEMS operators in case of human patients or operators of medical equipment.
In case such limits have to be considered, constraints on individual responses can be defined or a
multi-objective optimization problem should be considered instead of a single VI.
5. Conclusions
This work presented the use of an aeroservoelastic analysis framework for evaluating vibration
rating of medical helicopters and helping to achieve least vibrating HEMS configurations. The rotorcraft
community, significantly HEMS rotorcraft manufacturers and operators, can benefit from this novel
approach and the reported findings to achieve lower levels of vibration in emergency medical service
operations. In brief, the proposed method presents the following advantages over standard rotorcraft
analysis tools:
1. it provides a high-fidelity analysis tool for rotorcraft, assembling subcomponents which
are modeled in their most natural platform, which is instrumental for accurate estimation
of vibrations;
2. without spoiling and re-assembling the baseline helicopter model, the dynamical models of
typical HEMS occupants and components can be included in the vibration analysis, their position
can be modified, and vibration performance formulations can be fine-tuned. This reduces the
set-up time and speeds up the optimization process of a HEMS configuration;
3. a large number of possible HEMS configurations can be quickly evaluated; hence, optimum
solution is found, and the effects of differently weighting each subject’s accelerations can be
investigated effectively;
4. different types of helicopters, unconventional HEMS configurations, and complex dynamical
models of humans, equipment, seats, and stretchers can be easily handled;
The method is illustrated using a model representative of a 6.5 ton medium-weight helicopter and
standard models for seating occupants’ vibratory response, seats compliance, dynamics of a recumbent
patient on an elastic stretcher, and rigid equipment on flexible mounts. From the numerical results,
the following suggestions can be made to reduce vibration related hazards in HEMS:
1. the larger the number of HEMS configurations allowed by the cabin structure increases, the more
likely it is to achieve a low-vibration HEMS cabin layout;
2. the relative weights of HEMS subjects can yield different cabin layouts; therefore, the relative
importance of the subjects should be carefully defined;
3. for HEMS, optimizing the cabin layout can be as effective as mounting vibration absorbers,
but without the related weight penalty and maintenance cost;
4. The application of vibration attenuation devices in HEMS is effective the most when accompanied
by the cabin interior layout design, since they may have comparable impact.
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